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Abstract: The Internet is increasingly a source of data for geographic information systems, as more
data becomes linked, available through application programing interfaces (APIs), and more tools
become available for handling unstructured web data. While many web data extraction and
structuring methods exist, there are few examples of comprehensive data processing and analysis
systems that link together these tools for geographic analyses. This paper develops a general
approach to the development of spatial information context from unstructured and informal web
data sources through the joint analysis of the data’s thematic, spatial, and temporal properties.
We explore the utility of this derived contextual information through a case study into maritime
surveillance. Extraction and processing techniques such as toponym extraction, disambiguation,
and temporal information extraction methods are used to construct a semi-structured maritime
context database supporting global scale analysis. Geographic, temporal, and thematic content
were analyzed, extracted and processed from a list of information sources. A geoweb interface is
developed to allow user visualization of extracted information, as well as to support space-time
database queries. Joint keyword clustering and spatial clustering methods are used to demonstrate
extraction of documents that relate to real world events in official vessel information data. The quality
of contextual geospatial information sources is evaluated in reference to known maritime anomalies
obtained from authoritative sources. The feasibility of automated context extraction using the
proposed framework and linkage to external data using standard clustering tools is demonstrated.
Keywords: geospatial data; data integration; surveillance; spatial analysis; VGI

1. Introduction
The proliferation of online and streaming spatial information sources has created new
opportunities for social and natural sciences, and by extension, geographic information science [1].
The use of web-based data and information sources in geographic information systems (GIS) is still in
its infancy, as classical database management system-based applications are adapted or augmented to
handle unstructured data. The emerging fields of web science [2], linked data [3], and netnography [4],
signal a sea-change in the acquisition of information for research. GIScience has figured prominently
in these burgeoning fields, with its long history of data integration and conjoining disparate datasets
through shared spatialities. In the research on volunteered geographic information (VGI) in recent
years, advanced analysis has been mostly limited to platforms with a robust data model such as Open
Street Maps [5] and highly focused on issues of data quality [6,7]). For more ephemeral sources of
VGI such as geosocial data, analysis has been mostly limited to mapping distributions (e.g., [8,9]),
tracking population-level trends (e.g., [10]), identifying points of interest (e.g., [11,12]), and extracting
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place-related contextual information from geocoded tweets (e.g., [13]), Flickr images (e.g., [14–16]), or
other sources (e.g., [17]). The spatial analysis of web documents however, has not been considered
fully within this literature, leaving the tools for extraction and data modelling somewhat disjointed
from the analytical methods needed to understand these data. In this paper, we aim to develop an
analytical approach for web documents obtained through geographic information extraction methods.
Geographic information retrieval (GIR) research provides tools for extracting and ranking
information about locations and places from text documents [18]. Typically, the GIR task takes
the form of a collection of documents, a query that has a geographical component, and a measure of
relevance which assess the degree each document is associated with the query. GIR research therefore
encompasses the techniques for identifying place names within bodies of text (e.g., geoparsing),
assessing the interpretations of identified place names (e.g., disambiguation), and scoring and
ranking based on thematic and/or spatial similarities. A rich literature has developed around the
methodologies to support these GIR tasks [19,20]. Yet, comparatively little research has been reported
utilizing these techniques in applied geographic analysis approaches generally or in case studies.
Recent research has emphasized the integration of multiple sources of VGI [21–23]. Cross-platform
integration can also serve as a potential tool to facilitate quality assessment [24]. Exploiting geographic
information obtained from web documents has the potential to scale this assessment exponentially,
so long as geographic content can be accurately extracted and modelled from documents, whether
through encoded coordinates available in geolocation APIs, mobile device location sensors, map
interfaces, or natural language methods. For example, [25] used newspaper archive data to extract a
geographic database of historical flood events. Here, GIR tools are used to generate a spatial database
that supports a geoweb application for additional visualization and querying.
However, a key challenge in the use of spatial data obtained from web sources is determining
the information context. In the field of information science, context can be defined as any information
that can be used to characterize or improve interpretation of an entity, which may be a person, place,
or a software object. Context provides the extra-information that enhances understanding of a unit
of information—whether in a conversation, a statistical analysis, or a map. We consider the building
of contextual information from web-scraped data through the use of spatial, temporal, and thematic
identifiers, which are then used to provide interpretation to independent datasets. With increasing use
of user-generated, transactional, and machine-generated geographical information, there is growing
need for contextual data (e.g., [26]) to aid interpretation and support abductive reasoning. As more
components of an information processing, analysis, and reporting pipeline are automated, developing
tools that aid in identifying information context becomes critical.
Online surveillance systems offer an illustrative use-case to explore how spatial analysis of web
document data can provide information context. A surveillance system can be broadly defined as
a system designed for collection, collation, integration, analysis, and reporting of information in an
ongoing setting, such that the information, maps, reports, and summaries produced by the system are
useful to decision makers. The concept has been mostly defined for disease surveillance systems, many
developed in the wake of terrorism attacks and bioterrorist fears (see [27]). These systems exhibit a
variety of objectives, from trend detection, outbreak control planning, disease burden characterization,
to situational awareness. Many systems have also focused on modelling and visualizing the spatial
and temporal characteristics of information being tracked [28]. A good example is the HealthMap
system, which tracks global disease outbreaks and public health threats through surveillance of online
information sources [29,30]. The HealthMap system uses four stages of data processing in structuring
information; acquisition, categorizing, clustering, and filtering of both official and informal information
sources. Customized dictionaries for structuring disease keyword matching and location references
are used in HealthMap. However, computational surveillance systems can be deployed in any scenario
where information currency and granularity are critical needs.
One of the ways to formulate contextual information for unstructured content being consumed
by an information system is through an ontology. Ontology-based models provide an explicit
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This paper is organized as follows. The following section outlines the architecture and technical
This paper is organized as follows. The following section outlines the architecture and technical
details of an implementation of Figure 1, which we have denoted spatial context from open and
details of an implementation of Figure 1, which we have denoted spatial context from open and
online processing (SCOOP), as we are focused on identifying spatial outliers (areas on the map ‘of
online processing (SCOOP), as we are focused on identifying spatial outliers (areas on the map ‘of
interest’ to a system user). We describe in detail the software components, implementation decisions,
and overall processing chain for automated extraction, structuring, and analysis of web-based data.
Section 3 outlines a detailed case study of the system deployed for maritime surveillance, with sample
analyses and results from preliminary runs. Various results are outlined to demonstrate the abilities
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2. Materials and Methods
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Project Architecture
2.1. Project Architecture
The goals of the project methodology were to build an information processing system which
The goals of the project methodology were to build an information processing system which
could extract
and structure web-based information in order to support spatial, temporal, and thematic
could extract and structure web-based information in order to support spatial, temporal, and
analysis that could provide value to surveillance systems where early warning was a core requirement.
thematic analysis that could provide value to surveillance systems where early warning was a core
To handle each class of entity, both custom and existing open-source Python tools were used.
requirement. To handle each class of entity, both custom and existing open-source Python tools were
The information processing chain architecture is outlined in Figure 2.
used. The information processing chain architecture is outlined in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Process diagram outlining flow of data through the automated data extraction and
Figure 2. Process diagram outlining flow of data through the automated data extraction and
processing stages.
processing stages.

2.2. Data Extraction
Extraction of data is focused primarily on data sources dedicated to providing information
regarding events occurring within the domain of interest such as news articles or authoritative
broadcasts. A list of all data sources was produced for usage in development of web crawlers. For
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2.2. Data Extraction
Extraction of data is focused primarily on data sources dedicated to providing information
regarding events occurring within the domain of interest such as news articles or authoritative
broadcasts. A list of all data sources was produced for usage in development of web crawlers. For each
web data source, a custom crawler was written in Python to allow for site crawling, extraction of
documents, and recognition of duplicate documents. Scrapy (http://scrapy.org/) was chosen as the
primary Python-based framework for data extraction in this research due to its high-level scraping
framework, recursive logic, and ability to extract comprehensive datasets. In addition to the custom
crawlers, a list of keywords was created as a reference to be used during data extraction. This list can
be developed using words from a structured lexicon, literature review, or expert surveys and can be
automatically edited based on system feedback. To limit extraction of irrelevant documents, potential
documents are scanned by the crawler for the presence of matching keywords. Should no keywords
match within a candidate document, the document will not be extracted and the crawler will move on
to the next candidate document located within the data source. As needed, the keyword list can be
modified to fine-tune the extraction process. During the extraction of a document, the web crawlers
are configured to extract data into various fields (e.g., date, text, title, url). Only English language
sources were investigated in this research, and it is unclear how these tools would perform with other
languages. Following the completion of a document extraction, the field-separated data is stored in a
MongoDB database collection. MongoDB was used for data storage in this research as it allows for
semi-structured storage of data and includes geo-spatial query and indexing natively. Given that the
design of MongoDB is schema-less, empty fields are permitted, as well as the addition of future fields
in a collection without past data being affected.
Potential new documents are scanned for their URL and document title prior to extraction and
transferred into the database. To avoid the instance of duplicate extraction of documents, the ‘title’
and ‘URL’ fields of each document are considered to be a unique identifier. Should a unique identifier
match with any identifiers already present in the database, the potential document will be considered
a duplicate and be ignored.
2.3. Named Entity Recognition
Following extraction and insertion into the database, a document’s text content is then placed
in a python-based task queue for data processing, which includes named entity recognition
and concept mapping. Geographic entities are recognized, extracted, structured, and processed.
This is accomplished through usage of open source tools for toponym recognition and resolution.
For geographic entities within documents, the recognition of geographic entities is completed using
two tools: Geodict (https://github.com/petewarden/geodict), an open source Python geographic
entity recognition tool, as well as OpenCalais, a free-to-use multi-entity and relationship recognition
tool with open-source Python wrappers.
2.4. Concept Mapping
Recognized geographic entities are mapped to meaningful concepts by matching them to an
existing knowledge base or ontology. The GeoNames.org and MaxMind world cities databases are
freely available gazetteers used as the primary geographic gazetteers in this research. The purpose of
this step is to associate discovered named geographic entities with meaningful structured information
(e.g., coordinates, polygonal area etc.). Extracted geographical entities stored in the MongoDB database
are resolved to geographical location data (i.e., latitude and longitude), using two open source tools,
Geodict and TwoFishes. Both point location and polygonal location data are resolved. This facilitates
use of polygonal location data in geographic overlay analysis and queries for facilitating toponymn
disambiguation. TwoFishes is an open-source coarse geocoder for translating toponyms to geographic
coordinates, which also returns location data as well-known-text (WKT) geometries. TwoFishes is used
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to resolve toponyms recognized by OpenCalais, as well as provide WKT geometry and spatial extents
when possible across all geographic entities.
2.5. Geo-Web Interface
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Figure 6. JSON exporter tool. Once a user is satisfied with their query and information displayed, an
export of this data can be generated using this tool. JSON data can easily be brought into a statistical
analysis environment such as R, or converted to other formats.
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2.6. Case Study: Harvesting Web Information for Maritime Surveillance
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2.6.1. Introduction
Over the last two decades, globalization has increased flows of goods between countries which

traffic monitoring have led to decreased human resources for monitoring maritime safety, security
pollution, terrorism, piracy, illegal trade, and human trafficking—and both legal and nefarious
and compliance. Anomalous events and activities in the maritime domain of interest include
maritime activity is increasing [37]. Maritime domain awareness is defined as the effective
maritime
pollution,ofterrorism,
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illegal
human
both legal
understanding
all maritime
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thattrade,
couldand
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or and
nefarious maritime activity is increasing [37]. Maritime domain awareness is defined as the effective
understanding of all maritime activities that could impact the security, safety, economy, or environment
and is achieved through the development and implementation of tools that compile timely information
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about maritime infrastructure, cargo, people, and vessels that contribute to enhanced security.
The purpose here was to develop tools for exploiting online, publicly available information such
that data can be structured in a way that will support spatial, temporal, and space-time analysis of
web-based documents relating to events occurring in the maritime domain.
One of the key motivations to exploit online sources of information is the perceived information
value within these online sources that have the potential to provide early-warning capabilities for
nefarious maritime activity [32,38]. In many fields where early detection is critical, from tracking
emerging epidemics [29] to identifying shifts in public sentiment [39], novel sources of information
are being explored for the ability to provide context-specific, nuanced information often with explicit
geographic and temporal references. While this is relatively simple for structured information sources
(e.g., geocoded Tweets accessed through a public API), it is more difficult for unstructured information
(e.g., online news articles, images). The role of informal sources of online information in maritime
anomaly detection is that of context. While core data sources such as satellite-based systems and coastal
radar provide highly detailed vessel location and track data, supporting kinetic anomaly detection
methods, it was hypothesized that fusion with contextual information could greatly improves these
methods, lowering false alarms and false negatives.
2.6.2. Methods
Data were extracted from six web sources including maritime websites, an official maritime
alert broadcast, and blogs. These six sources were selected to represent a variety of web document
sources, from generic news websites, to highly focused maritime websites and reports. Our goal in
this selection was to mimic the variety of document data in a real-world application while keeping the
total number of sources relatively low. A set of keywords was identified with expert input and used to
extract documents.
A random sample of ten documents was taken from the extracted web documents and manually
analyzed to determine accuracy of toponym resolution in comparison to the geographic locations
mentioned within the extracted thematic text of the document (Table 1). A toponym is defined as
correctly recognized if the toponym determined in the geoprocessing phase matches an implied
toponym in the document text.
Table 1. Sample analysis of ten randomly sampled documents.
ID

Keywords

Toponym Recognized

Correct (Yes/No)

Relevant (Yes/No)

554
446
1213
457
1016
380
808
1169
877
183

chemical, freight
accident, alarm, death
delay, oil
Cruise
death, incident, pirate
attack, cruise, incident
cargo, chemical, crash, oil, spill
harbour, oil
Cruise
explosion, fire, oil, spill

China
Black Sea
Panama
Antarctica
United States
Fort Lauderdale, FL, USA
Houston, TX, USA
United States
New Jersey, USA
Florida, USA

yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes

Keywords recognized within documents during the extraction phase typically reflect the article
theme or event being described within the document. K-means clustering was conducted on extracted
documents based on their keyword content to group the documents around their thematic content.
Since analysis is conducted in an ongoing basis in a surveillance system, keyword clusters identified
in extracted documents would reflect distinct events being reported in the web document sources.
In order to conduct this cluster analysis, a document-term matrix was created to determine keyword
frequencies within each extracted document and abstract text data to numeric form which is used as
the basis of clustering. The number of clusters (k) parameter is critical for k-means clustering in real
applications. We assessed the percentage of explained variance based on several candidate values for k.
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Plotting the sum of squared errors with respect to values of k, we selected the lowest number k where
any higher number resulted in only slight reductions in error (i.e., ‘the elbow method’). K-means was
used as it is a simple and widely used approach for keyword clustering, though in principle any
clustering technique could be employed here. This was also a fairly simple case because the keyword
constraint set by the list used for document extraction reduced the parameter space and potential for
sparsity significantly.
Spatial analysis was conducted to identify significant spatial clusters of thematic clusters using
spatial scanning methods. The spatial scan statistic is a cluster detection methodology that supports
identifying the location and size of clusters in space, time, and space-time, originally formulated
by Kulldorff and Nagarwalla [40]. Circles are drawn around the centroid of each region/case (or
arbitrary locations), up to some maximum radius (at default defined as 50% of the ‘population at risk’).
The likelihood ratio test statistic is calculated for every candidate cluster location, defined generally as
D(s) = P(data|H1 ),

(1)

where the probability model can be Poisson, Binomial, Gaussian, or others. The likelihood ratio defines
the probability of the number of events inside a circle given the alternative hypothesis that the circle is
a cluster (area of elevated risk) divided by the probability of the data given the null hypothesis that
the circle is not a cluster (equal risk inside and outside the circle). The maximum likelihood ratio of
all tested circles is the most likely cluster. Significance can then be tested against a distribution of
maximum scores calculated from data generated from randomizations where no spatial clusters are
present. Ranking the observed likelihood ratio within this distribution yields the p-value.
Using a Bernouilli probability model, we can treat documents in thematic clusters as cases, and
complement documents as controls, to determine the probability of finding the observed spatial pattern
of thematic clusters, given the hypothesis that they are not spatially structured. If we find spatial
clustering in thematic clusters, we may have greater confidence in the ‘signal’ from an operational
surveillance perspective. This is just one candidate method for identifying interesting patterns of
extracted information, and other methods for space-time surveillance will be evaluated for their utility
in the system. By applying this model to the previously created thematic clusters, spatial outliers
in thematically clustered events can be visualized and located. It is expected that, generally, events
that are similar in theme and ‘talking about the same event’, will also display as clusters in space.
Thematic clusters can also be generated by defining temporal criteria, thus we can jointly exploit
thematic, temporal, and spatial information. Here, concurrency in time determined by the timing of
when data were extracted.
3. Results
3.1. Toponym Resolution
A total of 12,789 articles were extracted and inserted into the database based on keyword matching.
In the small sample used for validation, eight of the ten tested toponyms in the sample were determined
to be correct. The incorrect instances were investigated further, and it was discovered that instances of
“US” appearing in document text were automatically recognized as a toponym for “United States”,
which may not have been implied in the document. Further, recognized toponyms were analyzed to
determine whether they held any relevance to the thematic content being discussed in the document
text. As a document may have multiple recognitions and resolutions of toponyms, some place names
that are mentioned may not have any strong relevance to the theme of the article. Issues surrounding
the problem of geographic relevance is outlined in the discussion.
3.2. Sample Analysis
A subset of data with a temporal range from November 2013 to May 2014 was extracted utilizing
a query on the geoweb interface. The purpose of this case study is to analyze the spatial clusters
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To assess the thematic content of documents lying in these generated clusters, a subset
was performed using the unique document IDs to separate clustered events into a new dataset.
Wordclouds generated from the clusters keywords provided insight into the nature of the events
identified in the clusters in Somalia (piracy) and the UK (fire).
As the spatial scan statistic allows for temporal constraints as well as on-line processing [41],
the characteristics of clusters can be tracked over time, and newly emergent clusters discovered.
Clusters can be generated and analyzed by day, month, or year. For example, the clustering of piracy
events in the Malacca strait may shift to a different geographic location, or become smaller due to
tighter clustering of events in a specific area. By performing automated data extraction, processing,
and analysis, we can visualize maritime events by theme over time, and by utilizing multiple open
data sources, we are gathering information about the maritime domain that may not be reported in
official, authoritative channels.
3.3. Fusion with Authoritative Data
The results of information processing and data clustering techniques were assessed to determine
quality and accuracy of the events within spatial clusters. By validating the SCOOP methodology of
data processing, strength is given to the concept of using open web data sources for building intelligent
surveillance systems. Multiple web data sources were explored without the aid of an information
extraction system in order to gain an understanding of recent events occurring within the maritime
domain. The purpose of this step was to obtain a list of suitable events to help formulate a query that
could be performed within the database. An anomalous event regarding a vessel explosion aboard
the Chinese ‘Tian Xiang 69’ cargo vessel, occurring on 4 November 2014, was chosen to perform this
analysis. As nearly all toponym references within the documents surrounding this event focused
in specific locations in China, a spatio-temporal query was performed by drawing a bounding box
covering these locations as well as an additional 50 km spatial allowance. A three-day allowance
was given for the temporal aspect of the query with the assumption that non-authoritative news
outlets often do not report on events until the following days. A query was deemed successful if three
or more documents deemed relevant to the specific event were returned. The results of this query
were further passed through the clustering step of SCOOP, in order to determine spatial outliers of
documents gathered from the query. AIS (automated identification system) is a system primarily
used for tracking, identifying, and data exchange. Broadcast transmitters are commonplace aboard
a vast number of commercial and non-commercial vessels due to international standards, laws, and
guidelines. Information transmitted in a typical AIS broadcast signal includes vessel identification,
position, course, and speed. By utilizing the live AIS-based vessel tracking and record keeping service
‘MarineTraffic.com’, records of AIS broadcasts from the Tian Xiang 69 were located at the time of
the anomalous event. All AIS data broadcast by the vessel on 4 November 2014 was exported and
further assessed by message time-stamps in order to isolate the exact time period where the anomalous
event occurred. Each of these isolated records was further plotted to a map by their coordinate
data. It is expected that, generally, the plotting of coordinate data of AIS transmissions at the time of
anomalous events will either overlap or lie relatively close in space to its respective spatial cluster that
was generated by the SCOOP system. Data fusion was performed by integrating the results of the
authoritative AIS information into the results of the spatial cluster analysis (Figure 10). By validating
the accuracy of open-data focused spatial clusters of anomalous events, the ability of the SCOOP
system to harvest and process thematic, temporal, and geographic data from open web sources is
highlighted in its ability to detect anomalous events that are confirmed in an authoritative capacity,
as well as events that may be lacking in authoritative confirmation. The exploitation of data from
open web sources provides valuable information—useful as a complement to traditional methods of
maritime domain awareness.
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Figure 10. Fusion of data is performed by overlaying historical vessel automated identification system
Figure 10. Fusion of data is performed by overlaying historical vessel automated identification
(AIS) data from time of incident over top of spatial cluster which was generated using the SCOOP
system (AIS) data from time of incident over top of spatial cluster which was generated using the
methodology. AIS broadcasts from the Tian Xiang 69 vessel are represented by small diamonds and
SCOOP
methodology. AIS broadcasts from the Tian Xiang 69 vessel are represented by small diamonds
shown located directly within the generated cluster. Its initial isolated AIS broadcast is located 58 km
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58 km to the closest cluster outer edge.
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were run through the data processing pipeline in Figure 2. While k-means clustering was used in this
example, any clustering method could be used here. Next, spatial clustering of the thematic clusters
was performed to provide further evidence that thematic clusters pertained to an event of interest.
These results were visualized on a web-map and were queryable across space, theme, and time.
Several areas of future research are opened up by this research. Concept mapping is typically
ambiguous, meaning multiple concepts are matched to a given entity, and a step is required to choose
the most likely and/or correct concept for each recognized entity. In the geographic case, there are
several strategies for disambiguating geographic place references. One approach is using a relation
to compare candidate concepts for each entity, for example, for geographic entities. Many spatial
concepts have been utilized to develop heuristics or rules to aid in geographic disambiguation [46,47].
Spatial relationships (i.e., proximity and intersection) as candidate concepts closer in physical space
are more likely to be correct. Finally, in the current architecture, the development of crawlers is an
implementation bottleneck. We are currently exploring the development of crawler templates and
social media data mining for a more robust and dynamic data collection system.
The technical details for optimizing GIR methods were not the objective of this research. Rather,
we aimed to develop an applied example of our SCOOP model in the context of maritime surveillance.
The context database developed from GIR processing of web document data using open source tools
provided data sufficient for standard analysis tools within an automated system.
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